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As we finish this issue of the Chronicle (our
eleventh for the quarter), we are also finishing
our production schedule for Fall 1986. At the
very least, it's been an experience.
Tremendous changes have come to the
Chronicle during the last quarter - so much that
it is virtually indistinguishable from the 1985year's paper. In this last quarter we've
introduced a new name and design format (not
to mention a new l(^o), created several new
features and columns, and hopefully brought
you a more professional looking paper. We
have also expanded our page count, with
several 16 to 20'page issues. Durii^ the. last
week of October, we prtxluced two issues in
one week - one on Tuesday, and one a ^)ecial
"Halloween Issue" on Friday. And last but not
least, we brought to you "Bl(X)m County." The
impressive thing, from myside of the desk, isall
this was accomplished by a staff of which 90
per cent were new to the paper.
Readers who have kept up with us from our
first issue may have noticed a kind of
"evolution" of our design and format as time
went on. Since that first issue, we experienced
some major internal changes of our own, such
as with a shuffling of staff members and an
attempt to update our equipment. But
basically, we are beginning to "settle dowtf'
with the Coyote Chronicle, in the way of
production and editorial policies. We are
finally reaching a point where we can relax and
experiment with some creativity - as well as

mistakes, and to push ahead to bring you an
even better paper in the future.
In the next quarter we'll be bringing you
more up-to-date stories, as well as expanded
feature articles. With this in mind, I'd like to
take the time again to urge the CSUSB
community to submit stories and/or
photographs regarding news you may have
seen or upcoming events. Our writing staff still
is not too large, so there's a good chance you
may have been a part of something we may
have missed. While I can't always promise
publication, we'll do all we can to see that a
story is in before deadline sees print It's worth a
try, isn't it? And with our continuing need for
staff writers, you might consider becoming a
r^lar paid writer. If so, stop by the Chronicle
office in the Student Union, and we'll be happy
to talk with you.
So I'll sign off for this last column now • have
a truly Merry Christmas, and don't forget to
remember its true meaning. Watch for the
Coyote Chronicle next quarter- I'm sure it'll be
hard to miss us.

The Ed reportedly has
found time to pass out gifts
to his staff of devoted
professionals.

features, etc. that you'll be seeing in this paper
from now on. We're not just worried about
'getting the paper out' anymore.
On the same line of thought, we're also to the
point where we can sit back and reflect on our
mistakes, too- While I may seem to be "tooting
our horn" in this column? I realize that we're far
from perfect - but we're getting there (it's good
to have a positive attitude). We've made a
number of goofe in our time already, and made
a few decisions that weren't too popular. But
we do learn from our mistakes - and our heart's
in the right place. Hopefully, our first quarter of
•. experience can give us the insight to correct our
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Marilyn Sievert, a student in the three-dimensional design class,
pours melted bronze into a n investment mold at a recent pour in the i r t
Department at CSUSB.

(Photo by Mary Anne Gotheridge).
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Bummed Out
Ihj Matt Cofer
AniidHt blaring horns
recking exhaust fumes, waves
yellow and checkerbonrdi
cabs assaulted the streets in a
frenzy of movement. Looking
itf) between the tall buildings,
Martha could see the hazy pink
skyline, signaling the
beginning of another smoggy,
grun day. tivtrywhere she
looked people swarmed the
sidewalks. A short,fat,
balding, middle-uged man, in
a sail which was slightly too
small for him. was cramming
a baael into his cavernous

month with one hand while
wildly trying to flag down a
cab with his other. Three
young men dressed in tattered
leris and leather jackets with
chain-like ornamentations
.stood near a theatre front,
their hair spiked in a fashion
reminiscent of mines used to
Imobytrap a harbor. The
shortest one, a skinny, darkskinned kid with tatoos on his
forearms, was
(U, the
fat man.
"Watch those fingers fatso,"
he yelled out, and the three

spike heads bobbed with'
laughter.
The fat man scowled, then
squeezed into a cab he had
managed to stop. Martha
squeezed tighter on the hands
of the two young children at
her sides, and accelerated her
walking pace as they passed
the three young men, hoping
not to be noticed. The hair on
her targe neck stood on end as
the voice of one of the young
punks was directed her way.
"Oooh baby, what have we
heref" the short one taunted.
"A fat mother hen and her two
chicks." yelled another.
"Better watch out or she might
sit on you." bellowed the
third, and they all cackled

with laughter.

"Leave us alone will you,"
she snapped back at them.
"Leave us alone will you." the
shortest one replied mockingly
with an exaggerated nasal
inflection.
"Come on kids," Martha
said quietly as she urged them
on.
"Everyday it's the same,"
she thought. "Bums,
hoodlums, drunks, why can't
they ju.st leave us the. hell
alonef We aren't bothering
anybody," she muttered
under her breath.
Everyday she dreaded the
two long walks she had to
make: one to take the kids to
school in the morning, and

t/wyjigQin^iapick thepiMUiIi

the afternoon. Shedidn'tknow
which ws worse, when she had
the kid.s, or when she didn't.

She felt terrible about the
insults the kids were
sometimes subjected to when
she had them, and she felt
helpless and vulnerable on the
trip back without them. In
fact, all three times her purse
had been stolen were after she
had dropped the kids off and
was walking back alone. The
crooks never got anything of
value because she had nothing
of value for them to take. She
paid her bills by mail, and
used her foodstamps at the
market near her home twice a
month.
"What a damn hell hole this
Neiv York City is. what a
miserable excuse for a place to
live." she thought. "Every
where you look bums, rotten,
stinking bums; this is hell.on
earth if it ever existed; I hate
bums." she said to herself.
Martha had learned to look
past other types of people. She
hardly noticed the well
dressed business executives
as they got in and out of cabs.
"They never stay on the
street very long anyway," she
thought.
A nd if a nice looking couple
should stroll past and smile at
her. her attention wou d be on
the nearest scumbag littering
the landscape. She and her
four children lived in a onebedroom hotel room resenwd
for welfare recipients such as
herself. Gaping holes in the
plaster dotted the waits and
ceiling. The smell of mildew
and fillh permeated the air.
AH the food had to be kepi

carefully sealed in air-tight
bags to keep the swarming
roaches from infesting it.
Water constatly dripped from
the rusty plumbing, and
chunks of tile littered the
bathroom floor. These were the
kind of accommodations the
state got for its welfare
recipients, paying exorbitant
prices because of some
ridiculous red-tape regula
tions, and, Martha suspected,
kickbacks to crooked poli
ticians. The actual money she
got was just enough to keep her
and the kids dressed in the
latest Salvation Army
fashions, and buy the plain
label brand foods down at the
market. The kid's fathers,
there were two, had both been
alcoholics and had both
disappeared. Her oldest child
was her boy Anthony, who was
six: next was her daughter
Meliss, who was five; then
there was Brenda, who was
three, and finally little
Phillip, who was one and a
half. Her neighbor, an aging
widow named Betty, watched
tfu' younger children while
Martha walked Anthony and
Melissa to school and back each
day. Martha was very fat,
although she didn't really
overeat. She had a thyroid
problem which turned what
she did eat into lard. Her large
round face had features only a
mother could love. High ckeek
Iwnes were covered with
rolls of fatty tissue; her small
brown eyes set in deep sockets
gave her face a pig-like

=( cont: page 7 )=

Racial bigotry not limited to traditional areas
To the Editor
Racial prejudice is not limited
to only traditional areas of bigotry,
but I never expected it to show up
so blatantly ia our school
newspaper in articles written by
J.F. Nesmith, and in the answers
to an answer of the Sand...oops,
Sbandinista rebel.
Though it is good that students
have the opportunity to voice their
opinions in our paper, the benefits
are outweighed if the voices are
irresponsible. In Nesmith's openminded reaction to an article run
in Ebony magazine, he backs his
opinion up with the Supreme
Court decision of Brown vs.
the Board of Education, Topeka,
Kansas, exposing the audacity of
the thinking that was behind the
statement made by a 'knee-jerk
liberal' who was reacting to the
possibility of entrance
requirements being raised at black
collies after the proportion of
white students was raised. That if
the same statement was made at a
white campus, that it would be
seen as a racist statement. And
what if a university did refer to
itself as a White Campus?
They don't have to. All
someone has to do is look at the
ratio of whites to blacks living ir
certain states, then compare the
numbers of whites to blacks
mending state run institutions.
.NOW it may be required that an
applicant be white to attend these
unive'-siiies, but other things like

the funding of public schools
through property taxes, and
standardized entrance exams
which are culturally biased will
discriminate against minority
students. Then taking another step
to the right, has anyone ever heard
of religious schools like BYU?
Conservative religious schools
where enrollment of minorities are
very low. One only has to look at
the underlying doctrine of the
religion and realize that religion
becomes an avenue for
s^regation. Only in the last few
years have blacks been allowed to
become priests in the Mormon
church, based on the idea that
those of colored skin are
descendants of Cain and cursed by
God. Now tell me that universities
do not get away with being white
universities.
I read the same Ebony article and
came away with more than a black
student complaining because the
state was ordering these statesponsored black schools to
increase it's enrollment of white
students and faculty. Other issues
were raised, such as why only
black public schools were forced
to increase the number of white
students and faculty to fifty
percent, while universities that
were predominantly white, such as
Tennessee St., where the
percentage of black students is
thirteen percent, was not forced to
raise it's black faculty population
to thirteen percent. Also, the issue

of distributitm of money to these
black state collies was raised.
The faculty at Lincoln St. were
being paid $5000 less than fiundty
working at universities widi
predominantly white enrollment.
When Lincoln St. gave their
faculty a raise, making the faculty
salary closer to other faculty 1^
$3000, the financial managers at
Lincoln ST. WCTC threatened with

losing their jobs and being
replaced by new financial
managers appointed by the state,
because they went over bucket.
Aca>rding to the article, Lin(x>ln
St. and other predominantly black
campuses were not the only
campuses that went over their
buckets, but it was only these
black campuses that the financial
managers were threatened with

the loss of their jobs.
Nesmith, 1 am sorry that your
dvil liberties were violated and
you could not have a Whfte
Student Union, but do not take
your anger out on mintnities and
wcHnen, take it out on that white
man WIK) held you down, fi^ for
your rights as many other
minorities have had to, andsdUdo
today.
Eddy Mayers

Letter asks for restraint

To the Editor
This letter is in response to various letters to the editor and responses that have
appeared in recent editions of the Chronicle. 1 feel that the responses, especially, have
gone beyond die bounds of reasonable editorial response.
A paper such as the Chronicle has a responsilnlity to aUow free expresrion of
opinions. If someone has a different opinion, whether cff political, educational, sexual
or critical nature, the Chronicle should allow for sch fr^ expression.
However, recent responses and tetters to the editor have not been of this kind. They
have, instead, b^n personal attacks on the writers. Rather than sticking to the facts,
they have reduc^ the editorial page to a shambles of name-calling, accusations, and
occasionally direct abuse.
The staff and editors (mostly) of the Chronicle have worked hard'to build it into a
serious piece of journalism. Sure, it still has rough spots, but as onefaculty member told
me in an interview, "It's the best paper we've had here in ten years." And that was a
compliment from a h^ source. Allowing theeditorial page to be continually degraded
by letters like those previou^y mentioned reduces it to a joke- a high school-type
paper.
In order to prevent the further degradation and destruction of iht Chronicle as a
serious journalistic endeavor, somet^g positive must be done.
I ask you, the editor, to exercise professional discretion when accepting editorials and
responses. I ask you to filter out the garbage and encourage all writers, Chronicle staff
and students a^e, to stick to the issues, and not reduce to personal attacks.
James Yarrow
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Commentary
Courtin'your local constable pays off
By J J". Nesmith
I recently read an interesting letter-to-thc-editor in the

Chronicle concerning the writer's run-in with members
of the local constabulary. 1 would like to offer some
advice to our readers concerning their rights and
responsibilities should they ever be stopped by a law
officer.
In no special order of import, the three most
frightening experiences in life are:
1. A positive grade on an AIDS test.
2. A letter from the IRS.
3. Seeing the reflection in your rearview mirror of
rotating red and blue lights.
If stoi^)ed by a law officer I recommend that you do
the following:
I .Get your vehicle r^istration and driver's license
ready for t^ officer.
2. Stay in your auto and place your hands at the top
of the steering wheel. If the officer wants you to exit
the auto, die will tell you to.
3. ^ extra polite to the officer.
Do not do the following:
1. Jump out of the auto and flee.
2. Get out of the auto and head in the direction of
the officer.
3. Give the officer a difficult time.
When the officer approaches you he/she likes to be
able to see that your hands are free of any weapons. The
first thing the officer will usualy tell you is the reason she
stopped you. When that officer stops you, you are
tedinically under arrest and anything you tell her can,
and will, be used against you at a trial If the officer tells
you that you were speeding, do not admit to it Just be
>lite and ooopeiative.
probably has already made up her mind whether or not
you are gong to get a citation (ticket). If there were a
doubt about it, your politeness may convince the officer
not to dte you. Do not start telling the officer about all
the important peo|^e you know. She probably knows
just as many as you do. If you are dted, never say to the
c^cCT, TU see you in court** Officers sometimes dte
100 or more drivers a m<Mith. On trial day they cannot
possible remembCT eadi person tiiey dted. Office
usually make cursory notes on their copy of the dtation.

But if you tip them that you are going to fight them in
court their notes will look lil^ a Supreme Court brief
Do not be sarcastic and say, "Oh, just getting your quota
for the day?" The officer will probably inform you that
she does not have a quota, but that she can write as many
tickets as she wants.
If stopped, put all those wonderful preachings of JFK
and Martin Luther King concerning dvfl and human
rights out of your head. Y ourdvil rights at that particular
moment are exactly what that officer says they are. Save
your arguments for court
If you feel that you received an undeserved dtation,
take the case to trial. Visit the scene where you were
stopped and make dravrings or take some Polaroid
photos to use in court I know one man who won in court
because he was dted for runninga non-existoit stop sign.
His photos showed the judge the error of the officer's
way.
You should mad the dtation carefully. Make sure you
were dted for the proper violation of the CA Vdiide
Code (CVC). Probably the only undiscermble part of the
ticket will be the officer's signature. They thrive oa
anonymity. Maybe she made a mistake and wrote down
the wrong section of the CVC. You can purchase a copy
of the CVC for S3 at the DMV.
Prepare your case and yourself for court. Be prepared
to show the judge that the officer may have been
niigtaif<in Drcss up for couit and be respectful. Judges
give more credence to a defendant who has taken the
timft to prepare his or her case. Do not try to show up the
officer. Try to show the court where the officer could
have made a mistake.
If the officer fails to appear in court (a rare case) the
judge will ttismiss your case. If you should lose and you
have a good DMV record, thq court may gllow you to
' attend driving sdiool. TTie course is eight hours long and
costs about $50. If you successfully complete the course
your ticket will be dismissed and it will not go oa your
DMV record. Do not try to lie to the judge about your
driving record. The judge will have your record in court
If you feel that the officer was physically or verbally
abusive to you, make a ttypewritten report and turn tl^
report in to the officer's supervisor. Send a copy to the
Attmney (Jeneral. You may still lose your case in court
but the officer will certainly hear about your complaint
Your best bet is to drive s^ely and sanely. Good luck!
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Old-fashioned X-mas in Redlands

Book Buy Back
AT THE BOOKSTORE
DEC 10 & 1
8:30 a.m.

8:00

December 13th at 11:00 A.M.
"Sensational Saturday", an Old
Fashioned Childrens' Christmas
Party will bring many families to
the Museum located at 2024
Orange Tree Lane in Redlands.
The cost for the fun is $1.00 an
adult and 504 a child. Youth
groups are asked to make
reservations and will be admitted
for 254 each.
During
YOU'D

the

morning of

BETTER

WATCH

merriment a "Story Teller" will
spin yams of yesterday, pop com
and cranberries will be rnade into
decorations for "Birds Christmas
Trees" and Santa will stop by to
eat goodies with the visitors at the
Party. Music and singing and a lot
of laughter will abound...bring all
your friends.
December 14th at 3:00 P.M.
"Sunday Tea Concert" will feature
the voiced of Valley Singers
singing a Christmas program.
OUT...

CHRISTMAS PARTY!

by TS. DeSeason
You'd belter not pout, no need to cry and I'lltell
you why. Because Santa Claus will be calling
your home! Yes, as a service to our students
(also faculty/staff) with young children, the
CSUSB Recreational Sports Department has
made special arrangements with the jolly old
elf, himself. Santa will be calling to chat with
your youngsterfs)during the week of December
15th.
/Application forms are available at the
Department of Physical Education and the
Student Union, but please note that the deadline
is at 4:00 pm on Friday December 12th.
Merry Christmas, from your Department of
Recreational Sports!

The Future Teachers Club
would like to invite all new and
continuing members to the
Christmas Party on the Fifth floor
of the Pfau library. It is a buffet
luncheon and any donations will
be appreciated. The time is at
12:00 on Thursday, December 11,
1986. If you will be going into the
credential program soon,"' or
would like to just meet the Dean of
Education and his staffs then your
presence would be beneficial.
Hope to see you there, sincerely
Mary Bale, Vice Pres. FTC.
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IND^JfT^WS PROJECT
p. 0. Box 8330, San Bernardino, CA 92412

INLAND AIDS PROJECT was formed by a group of concerned
citizens of the Inland Empire who want to reduce theimpact of AIDS
on our community and especially (xi persons with AIDS.
INLAND AIDS PROJECT provides:
-Professional and peer counselii^ for persons with AIDS
-Confidential referrals for HTLV III Antibody test
-Speakers on a variety of subjects relating to AIDS
-Opportunities for citizens to become volunteers
In this health crisis, there are needs for positive social growth. We
must give emotional and finandai support to those who have or are at
risk of AIDS, and foster a community network to provide a
supportive atmosphere.

YOU'RE tOQ.A^m& R^p sto€Am.s

SHoou> THCY

3t B l a c k ?

UffTB -THAT surr^ H{R. HOIUT^KI

J

WE ARE COMMITTED TO MAKING A DIFFERENCE!
For more information call

^

(714) 784-AIDS or 820-AIDS
CT

Position open for student
Assoc. Students may have position
available starting winter quarter
for recreational equipment rentals-'
manager.
Check out and receive tents,
lanterns, backpacks, stoves, ice
chests, etc. Clean equipment and

¥*•

Ills dieSeason?

perform minor repairs. Develop
purchase recommendations.
Maintain and update camping
maps and other reference
materials. $4.05/hr. Apply at A.S.
ofiSce in Student Union by Dec.
12, 1986.

¥*•

*
*
*

*
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TREAT YOUR EYES
TO AN
EXERCISE-WEAR
FASHION SHOW!
THURSDAY
DECEMBER 4, 1986
12:30 - 1:00
THE PUB!
BE THERES

1930 College Ave, San Bernardino
f71A^ 880-1 afti
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STAR TREK:
The Voyage Home

^
1
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g

Song of The South

by John Purcell
OYonide Enfertoinmenr SAtfer
The word "Trekkie" conjures up the image of
pencilnecked, egg-headed geeks who pull out their slide
rulers as if to verify Mr. Spook's computations while they
watch star trek. Whether they held true to the
image or not, about a million trekkies veiwed star
trek iv: the journeyhome. This past weekend.
All the elements that allowed the series to exist for
three seasons of prime time television and through
countless years of syndication all over the world, are
intact. Better yet, the film is one that expoits those
elements to their fullest.
The same crew is back, back in time, as they travel to
San Francisco in the year 1986. Their mission: Bring
back a pair of humpback whales, a species extinct in their
time and one essential to earth's survival in the 23
century.
Yes they do seem a bit out of place in today's world.
Everyone, that is but Admiral Kirk (William Shamer)
for whom the entire universe is home-any place, any
time. Kirk does have some slight problems with the
language, at one point attributing Spock's (Leonard
Nimoy) abnormal appearance (he is clad in what looks
like a monk's ceremonial robe) to doing too much
"lds" in college. Kirk also has trouble explaining to
Spock the purpose of what he calls "colorfull
metaphors". "You have to yell everything here", he tells
Spock, "or nobody listens".
The film contains other insights into our society.
Spock warns the crew before they land on earth in 1986
to beware humans in the 2()th century. They are an
"extremely primitive and paranoid culture," he says.
Well, we were bright enough to create him.
Spock is back but with no memory of his past
relationship with the members of the crew. His loss of
memory was a result of the last two films in which
television's most logical character died and was
miraculously resurrected by Genesis, a scientific
experiment which, in theory, would rearrange matter to
create life out of lifelessness.
Having Spock back in any capacity is enough to give
Kirk the courage to return to Starfleet, after several
weeks of exile to face charges on numerous violations of
Starfleet regulations. Kirk disobeyed orders in Star Trek
III: The Search for Spock, when he took the
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LAFF

THE MONTCLAIR ENTERTAINMENT PLAZA
it-frit 2 DRINK SHOWROOM MINIMUM it-it it it

1

Ferris Dueller's Doy Off

g

§

Korote Kid II §
o
Dock to School
g

The Student Union is searching for
students and faculty and staff who are
interested in participating in the
following upcoming events:
AMATEUR COMEDIANS for oun
"COMEDY NITE"

POOL and FOOSBALL PLAYERS
for oun
WINTER QUARTER
TOURNAMENTS!

j

and SINGERS for oun "LYP SYNC
CONTEST"

Sign up DECEMBER 8 -JANUARY
l4 at me Student Union front desk!
Trophies will be awarded to
THE WINNERS!

BE HOT!
JANUARY 15-17, 1987

MONTCIAIR
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LIVE
ON STAGE

381-4461
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decomissioned Enterprise in search of his lost friend,
and subsequently destroyed it in his efforts.
The crew returns to earth to encounter a mysterious
probe that threatens the planet. Spock quickly deduce
that the probe wants to communicate, but that it will only
speak in the language of the humpback whales. The
probe will destroy the earth if the crew doesn't come up
the whales. As a result. Kirk and company have to return
to the 20th century - flying the Klixigon war^p firom
Star Trek in.
"
.
Directed and co-written by Leonard Nimoy, the
movie is one that projects the same spirit of adventure
that made the original series so great.
The film does not slip into a highly scientific mode,
nor does it become a caricature of itself, which is a danger
to any movie-no matter how good-that is the fourth in a
series(Hey-yo Adrian, Is he Talkin' about me again?).
This film is the first of the four that relies purely on the
themes of the television show, and it's about time. Man's
quest for knowledge, or, to risk sounding trite, going
where no man has gone before, is a topic with an amount
of subject matter at least as endless as the show itself.
Let's all hope that there are at least a few good scripts left
in the subject. The voyage should continue.
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ACTIVITIES INCLUDE FLOAT
PREPARATION POR;

GMAT*LSAT*GRE
EoroMog Now! VUt us at our ootter,
118S Mountain View Ave^ *161.
Loma Linda, CA 92354. Or caB «
days. eves, or weekends. Our phone
number (714) 796-3727.

SDUCATIONAI.
CEMXaRLTO.
'1ST nwuriON spfcucsrs S»Cf lU*

COMPETITION, PEP RALLY, DINNER,
DANCE, MEN'S AND WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL GAMES AND A CLINIC
FEATURING OLYMPIAN CHERYL

MILLER.

GET INTO THE ACT! BUHD A FLOAT!
COME TO A MEETING NOVEMBER 25,
12:00 NOON, STUDENT UNION SENATE
•CHAMBERS. FOR INFORMATION CALL
887-7811 OR 887-7407.
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CSUSB basketball team starts with win
By Mall Pollack

Coyote men's basketball team put
together a strong second half effort
last Saturday night and defeated
the visiting Eagles from Christ
CoUege, 101-91.
Head coach Jim Ducey had to
be happy with what he saw
Saturday night as his Coyote
basketball team improved its
record to 2-1. The Coyotes used a
full court trapping press and
created a numerous Eagle
turnovers and CSUSB baskets in
the second half.
Coyote point guard Zach Bose
sealed the victory for CSUSB as he
hit five free throws in the feal 38
seconds. Bose and four of his
teammates led the Coyote
offensive attack as they scor^ in
double figures.
"If you have balanced scoring
throughout the entire team...that's
the mark of a quality team,"
Ducey said.
Balanced scoring is just what
CSUSB had as they were led by
Bose's 22 points. Gregg
Bujnovsky, who hit five threepoint field goals, had 17 and
Gerald Ducnan had 16 points to
go with 6 rebounds and 3 steals.
Elroy Moses had 14 points and a
team-high 9 rebounds while Tim
Watkins had 13 points, 7
rebounds and 3 steals.
Ducey was also pleased with

the way the Coyotes executed the
full court trap in the second half.
"The guys reallly started going
at it in the second half," he said.
"They (CSUSB) decided it was
time to get some steals and get
some buckets."
After a defenseless first half
which had the two teams knotted
at 54, the Coyotes came out
blazing to begin the second.
Their full court press forced
numerous Eagle turnovers and
netted CSUSB a quick 63-56 lead.
Bujnovsky go CSUSB going
quickly with a 23-foot bomb for
three points. Randy Horton
followed with a steal and a pass to
Duncan for a lay-up. At the 17:31
mark, the Coyotes led 63-56 after
a Watkins steal led to a basket by
Moses. This prompted Eagles'
coach Dave Wild to call the
game's first timeout.
With the scoring of Vic Townes
and Rich Pallotta, CCI slowly
came back. Mike Thompson got
them ahead 71-69 with a bucket at
12:06. After this, however, the
Coyoied took the lead for good.
Duncan staked the Coyoted to a
73-71 lead with a pair of steals
good for a lay-up and two free
throws. CSUSB, who rebounded
well on the offensive end all night
long, continued to pad their lead as
they connected on several second
and third shot attempts.
The Coyotes open^ the lead up
to 87-79 with 6:25 left when Bose

made a steal and dribbled the
remainder of the court for a basket.
CCI, who was plagued by
offensive fouls all night long, saw
top scorer Townes foul out of the
game with 4:42 remaining.
Townes, who scored 27 points,
made his exit via an offensive
charge with his team trailing, 8783.
Towned departure left Pallotta
as the Eagles main scorer.
Although he wound up with 27

points, Pallotta was unable to
overcome a determined Coyote
team.
The CSUSB lead was padded to
seven points, 94-87, as Bjunovsky
hit a long-range jumper for three
points with 1:11 left.
"That was a real clutch basket
he had at the end,' Ducey said
about Bjunovsky's three pointer.
"His shooting has been coming
on."
Bose took over from there by

connecting on five of six fi-ee
throw attempts in the last 38
seconds.
"That was important-the guy
who handles the ball a lot has to
make free throws," Ducey said
about his point guard.
Ironcally, Bose missed his final
frte throw attempt of the night,
one that would have put the
Coyotes at the 100 mark.
However, Moses rebounded the
' errant shot and scored as the game
clock expired.

f. Rock until
you drop!

Bummed out...
( com. from page 3)
resemblance. Pock marks from
an adult case of Chicken Pox
were sprayed randomly across
ker oily skin. Thin dark
strands of matted hair
decorated her head. Martha
f knew, however, that it was
only her repulsive looks and
raw mouth that kept her from
real physical harassment, and
she consoled herself with this
fact.
Presently, the trio was
coming to one of the worst
areas along their path.
Looking down. Martha felt the
feeling of frustration , with
which she had become so
familiar begining to knot her
stomach; little Anthony 's
tattered shoes had touched a
sore spot. They were too small
for his feet, and gave him
blisters: yet he rarely
complained. She felt the need
to be at least as brave as her
son, but she had many
moments of fear and
insecurity to deal with.
Melissa's free hand clutched a
. small multi-colored ball which
she found in the gutter the day
' before. She had been
fascinated by it from the
moment she found it, and was
gazing at it now as i f it were a

crystal ball revealing
breathless secrets meant only
for her eyes. They were now
passing what Martha referred
to as Wino Alley. She forgot
about Anthony's shoes as .soon
as her mind focused on the
surroundings, and she
realized where she was. Her
stomach cringed automatic
ally and their pace quickened.
Every day the bums here
waited to torment Martha;
today was no exception. For
the bums there she was often
the highlight of the day; they
loved Martha because she was
so full of spunk and sass.
Several old carcasses stood
together waiting and talking,
their tattered clothes somehow
clinging together by thin
th reads.
"Well, if it isn't Snow
White," one of the wino's
began.
"Shut up Brillo face," she
replied sharply, urging the
children on faster now.
"That's no way to treat your
Prince Charming; I've been
waiting all morning for you
sweetheart," the same one
replied.
"I've seen frogs that looked
and smelt better than you wart
breath; why don't you go crawl
inside a bottle somewhere,"
she responded harshly,
obviously in no mood for

joking.
The wino fabricated a hurt
look, then went back to talking
with his buddies.
" Hums," Martha muttered
as they crossed a short street,
"goddam worthless bums."
Stepping up to the curb on
the other side, Martha hurried
Anthony a little too fast, and
he stumbled and fell, losing
the grip on his mother's hand.
Instinctively Martha reached
down with both hands to help
him, releasing her grip on
Melissa for the moment.
Anthony began to cry, as blood
stains appeared on his scraped
elbows. Martha tried to
comfort him while reaching
inside her purse for a tissue to
dab up tke blood.
"There, it's O.K. honey, I'm
sorry, don't cry," she said
soothingly.
She was kneeling now in
front of him, looking into his
eyes; suddenly he stopped
crying and his eyes grew wide,
one arm coming up in a
pointing gesture aimed behind
Martha. His lips mouthed the
word "no," but only the
faintest sound issued forth.
Fear gripped Martha's body as
she realized something she had
forgotten. "Melissa!" she said
loudly as she turned around,
her heart skipping a beat at
what she saw; Melissa's ball

was rolling 'Cut into traffic,
with Melissa in hot pursuit.
"No!" Martha screamed,
realizing it was loo late; the
car would be on her in a
second. She .saw the gruesome
scene, unfold before her eyes as
if in slow motion; the tires
screeching, the black smoke
rising, the inevitable impact.
Melissa would have no chance
against the metal monster. But
then, as if in a dream, she saw
him: his lumpy old body
suddenly quick as a
cat,
reaching her just ahead of the
skidding car, two arms lifting
her up, and then...IMPACT!
Melissa's small frame rolls on
the hood; his body folds under
great stress as it conforms to
the shape of the car's grill,
then falls to the ground in
front, the car's momentum
pushing him under with a
series of loud cracking noises.
The car comes to a stop;
Martha sees Melissa on top of
the hood near the window; she
is crying, but alive, thanks to
him. Martha rushes to her
daughter and grabs her up in
her arms; Melissa clings to her
mother, crying, and very
frightened, but all right.
"Back up. slow!" Martha
screams at the driver, his face
still white in a state of shock.
A moment passes and she
screams again. Now tke look

passes and he puts it in
reverse and slowly moves the
car back.
"Ahhhhh!" comes the
scream of anguish from under
the. car; and then, there's old
Brillo Face's contorted body
lying in a po-^l of bh^^^ He
looks up through glassy eyes at
Martha and Melissa, ana
labors to get out some words.
"Is .she O.K.f" he manages
to blurt out.
Martha kneels now, as a
crowd begins to gather. Tears
well up in her eyes as she looks
closely at the man she has tried
so hard to never give a second
look to, and she cries, tears
freely
flowing down her
cheeks.
"Thank you for saving
her," she says, her voice
tailing off.
As he looks up at her
through fading eyes, she sees it;
she feels it: he s content, he's
ready, he always has been.
"I saved her," he whispers;
and his eyes close; his voice
fades.
Behind her, Marthaseesone
of Brillo Face's buddies is
holding Anthony, and
sobbing. She feels a deep, long
held tension beginning to
release; her mind drifts away.
There will be other days she
knows...but they will never be
quite the same again.
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Budget fare extraordinaire
Roaring 20^s pizza chain sure to trick taste buds
The Hnal restaurant review of
i986, this week features five
luncheon specials offered regularly
at a pizza parlor with a personal
touch.
A pizza parlor with
personalized service?
Sounds
impossible, doesn't it? Especially
for a 'chain' restaurant
Refreshingly, though. Roaring
20's pizza parlor in San
Bernardino is one happy exception
to the assembly-line produced
food offered at national parlors.
A California based restaurant
chain. Roaring 20's appears at first
to be like any other pizza joint.
The huge open-expansed dining
hall smacks of a cafeteria, a
hallmark of pizza stores. Not
unfamiliar either is the decortintype reproductions of Model As
and Model Ts laden with cheerful,
carefree souls-suggestive of a
bygone era. In this case, the era of
fun and 'flappers' is that for which
the restaurant is named.
And equally suggestive of
'other' chain pizza places is the
ever familiar order and pickup
^A^dows. Food preparers dressed
in cheery 20's costume complete
the illusion of Roaring 20's
similarity to the national pizza
parlors.

But w h e n it c o m e s t o t h e
personal touch in food preparation
and service, it is easy to forget that
the Roaring 20's north of 40th on
Sierra Way is one of a chain of six
parlors. No. You won't find any
wilted lettuce at this restaurant's
salad bar.
Quite the contrary. Whfle these
reviewers were munching on
spaghetti, toasted garlic bread, and
pepperoni pizza, the kitchen staff
made no fewer than three trips to
replenish the twenty-or-so bowls
of iced vegetables and fruits.
Because of this restaurant's
insistence on fastidiousness, it's
doubtful that a lunch patron will
ever discover stale mushrooms or
soggy cherry tomatoes. Rather,
dining on any of Roaring 20's five
SI .69 luncheon specials is a study
in fresh, flavorful foods.
If you have any but the largest
of appetites, consider that each
'special' isa feast unto itself. For a
couple, any two 'specials' makes
a plentious lunch, with change
from a fiver to boot.
Take for example the spaghetti.
Served steaming with a savory
aroma, this tantalizing luncheon
special is heaped on a ten-inch
plate. The deep red puree-style
sauce is ladled generously over the
tender spaghetti noodles.

accompanied by two hand-sized
chunks of toasted and delicately
seasoned french bread.
With the advent of advertising
hype concerning spaghetti sauce
commercials on television, it is
difficult for one not to use
rehashed cliches when describing
Roaring 20's spaghetti sauce.
Suffice it to say that the
ingredients-peppers,
tomatoes,
onions, seasonings-are blended
and cooked the day of your arrival.
Consequently the flavors have
melded, but not to the point where
the choice tidbits are mushy, each
one tasting not only soggy but like
each other.
In savoring Roaring 20's sauce,
though, one can't help but
distinguish different flavors in each
bite-historically a charaaeristic of
fine Italian cuisine.
Again revealing a personal
touch, a requested second place (in
order that we both might share the
spaghetti) was graciously given us.
What sets this pizza apart from
that of the garden variety pizza
parlor is, like the spa^etti
luncheon, its sauce. The pizza's
sauce is equally fresh
and
distinctively seasoned, yet not
overpoweringly so. When one is
through with this meal one isn't
alarmed that one's breath reeks of

garlic and onion.
Even the
numerous slices of pepperoni on
top of each pizza slice possess a
more delicate than overpowering
flavor. Moreover, the aftertaste is
quite mild for a chain restaurant.
Apparently, Roaring 20's food
p r e p a r a t i o n p o l i c y is quite
different from typical pisa ch^ns.
At this restaurant, your tastebuds
won't be assaulted by gastronomic
excesses.
Roaring 20's is open in winter
from 10 until 10, with the
luncheon specials good from 11
until 3. "The Roaring 20's we
reviewed is located at 122 W. 40th
Street. Three other Roaring 20's
are in Banning, Beaumont, and
Calimesa.
Also part of the
franchise family are two
Nicolodean Pizza parlors, one
each in Rialto and Colton. AU six
restaurants serve the same 6ve
luncheon specials: one item pizza;
salad ban spaghetti and garlic
bread; soup and garlic bread; and a
junior grinder.
Try a break from the national
pizza parlors and try one rooted
locally. So local, in fact, that the
Roaring 20's on 40th is only five*
minutes from campus.
This week's restaurant reviewed
rates a fomily-sized platter of
platitudes.

m

International trade
GATT regarded by third world as rich man's club
By Brif B. Khare
The GATT is an international organization
that promotes trade among its members by
serving as a forum for n^tiating agreements
to reduce tariffr and other barriers. Its
membership has increased from the original
twenty-three to well over one-hundred.
Together they engage in more than four-fifths
of world tratk GATTs functions include: (1)
n^otiating the reduction of tariffs and other
impediments to trade,(2) developing new trade
policies, (3) resolving trade disputes, and (4)
estahlishing rules to govern the trade policies of
its members. At periodic meetings member
nations n^otiate mutual interests bilaterally as
well as multilaterally. The most-favored-nation
(MFN) clause incorporated in all agreements
concluded at GATT sessitms insures that trade
concessions will be applicable to every
member, Its non-discriffiinatkm rule prohibits
nations' use of quantitative restrictions,quotas,
export subsidies, q)ecial taxes, or other devices
to prevent Uie concessions already granted.
This organiziUion's basic objective of
building a Iftenl trading syst^bowever, has
been weakened because its membership
iiCpjiirUg only a partial list of the worid's trading
partners. The developing nations particulariy
regard GATT as tbe 'rich man's dub'
dominated by the U nitedStates, anda mqority
have shied away from
it Cuba and
Czecboslovikia are tbe only CcmmuniA
members, though Poland and
Yugoslavia

are loosely affiliated. The a.ssociation of the
Soviet Union as an observer
an
important step toward expansion of GATTs
influence. The heretofore unresolved problems
that GATT faces perpetually inclu^ trade
relations between Communist and nonCommunist countries, and barriers in the
advanced industrial.
Nonetheless, dramatic changes have
OL\ jrred in the GATT because of the need to
accomodate the special needs of the newly
developing countries. It has also affected
relations between developed and developing
countries. New development reflect
an
increased emphasis by tbe NDCs on the
importance of exports in the development
process and a recognition by all that a major
barrier to development has been the
commercial policy of the developed nations,
notably that of tbe U.S.
Uruguay Round of Talks. Tbe recently held
conference at Punta Del Este, Uruguay, was a
historic meeting of ministers from 74 nations
who had to grapi^ with a difficult agenda. At
tbe end of a week-long parley ending on
September 20, 1986, the GATT Director
General, Arthur Dunkel, HainwH that it was a
success because nations made wonderful
compromises. The talks were aimed at the
traditional agenda such as reducing trade
barriers, but also included some new topics
such as services, Le., hanking, insurance and
shipping.
Develc^nng countries led by Brazil and India

initially opposed including services in GATT,
but they consented after being assured by
Western industrial countries that any new rules
would be designed to protect the NDC's infant
service industries. Also, the U.S. and the
European Economic Community (E.E.C.) for
the first time agreed to reduce their farm
subsidies which is one of the most dangerous
policies responsible for distorting worid trade
in grain, and other negative impacts in the
famine stricken areas.
A noajor reascm for the crisis in agricultural
output in Africa and Latin America is the easy
availability of cheap imported foods. No doubt
that was responsive for African farmers,
encouraged ^ their government, becoming
complacent about their fiUling agricultural
productivity. What these affected nations
ignore is that if you treat your farmers as a side
show for l(mg enough, when drought hits, they
are not prepared for the calamity. On this
matter a former bead of tbe World Food
Council has made a trite observation: "Many
Third World coimtries would invest more and
increase their own food production if world
markets were seen as stable and profitable.
Present market circumstances do not provide
tbe right signals.'
In addition to grains other commodities,
namely sugar and beef; are also being affected
severely: agricultural subsidies to sugar
substitutes and beet sugar are now so high in the

(Cont Pg. 9)

Penguin's frozen yogurt tastes just
like ice cream. But it has less than ^
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Health Center seeks
student input for
services next year

The Health Corner
But don't dispair! There is one provider that formally
seeks your personal input. Not only that, but it is ready
and willing to implement positive changes that will ease
j>our utilization of its services. To accomplish this lofty
goal it has organized a compus group to receive and
direct your comments and concerns through appropriate
channels for action!

The United Stales Health Care Delivery System,
while scientifically and technically envied by much of the
world, is fragmented and hard to use by its own citizens.
Obtaining appropriate care and paying for it in the most
efTeciive way can be more challenging than coping with
an illness or injury itself! Different forms of financial
coverage, different facilities for different conditions,
different professional providers for different
services...they add up to confusing cauldron of medical
care administration and unclear relationships. Worse
yet, as a consumer you normally have very little input to
affect or control any of the services. Even talking about
them with the providers can be more than difficult A
common trait among the many types of care providers is
a tendency toward omnipotence; they are used to
making the decisions. They see themselves as caretakers
aod you as a 'powerless' patient. Your input ranks less
than a customer opinion at K-Man...possibly important
as far as its symbolic representation of a larger target
market, but unimportant to the organization in r^rd to
you as an individual

GATT:

Trade perils

(conL from page 8)
United States and Westm Europe that the
Caribbean natkms are doaing down sugarcane
hrmiog. The industrialized nations* tillde
barriers to beef and veal imports are now so
that the NDS's lose $5.00 billion a year in
export potentials.
There are many lessons to be teamed from
these trends, both for the developed nations and
the developing nations. The experience of
nccessful devdc^nng countries is that hi^cr
domestic rates of food and agriculturgl
{seduction stimulate an income-driven
demand for foreign food aod agricuttural
demand for foreign foods as q)ending power
tiaes and people develt^ soi^iisticated tastes.
That is the way it shoukd be. But the presentday e]qx)rt subsidies, ak>ng with a voy hi^

Okay, I won't keep you guessing forever! It's the

Student Health Center and its Student Health Advisory
Committee, better known as SHAC. In its second year,
SHAC is now realizing success by the creation of a
dynamic committee. Comprised of representatives from
the Health Center (including Dr. Savage who serves exofficio), faculty membeis, one graduate student, and two
undergraduates, its mission is to receive input from
students that will lead to improvements and changes in
the health center. While the committee meets officially
every six weeks, it is important for you to know that its
last meeting was just this week...December 2nd. This is
significant because it allows you a little less than six
weeks to put your thoughts together so that you can

rate of debt-service payments and trade
barrim, are undermining the potential
economic growth of the NDCs. The US. and
E.E.C. must come to grips with this dilemma.
They have got to come to terms with the
subsidies are a great burden on their taxpayers
and the treasury.
In cbftCltiSion; there affe twb tfrays the'TJS'A"""
and the Western Europe can hdp resolve this
grave situation. First, they should cut the ei^iOTt
subsidies, and with the released funds perhaps
develop soil banks-pay farmers to take land
out of production. Second, they diould
encourage agrioUtural development around
the world, {)articularly in Bangladesh, Egypt,
the Gulf R^ion, and affected Afrii^ and
South American countries. The agricultural
revdution in some parts of Asia, i.e., India and
Taiwan, has shown that as agriculture
devek^ the whole economy improves,
incomes rise, and thai agricultural imports rise,
in that order.

present your needs and comments to the group befon
their next meeting. Please do it. Here's how!
Think about what you are or are not receiving from
the Health Center. Evaluate the benefits that you do
receive and what could be better about them. If you're
not yet using the services, think about why that is. What
is keeping you away? (It can't be financial
considerations...services are free to students.) Jot your
ideas down and present them to any of the following
F>eople who serve on SHAC: Cindy Paxlon, Committee
Chairperson and Faculty Representative from the Health
Science Department; Vivian McEachern, Nurse
Practitioner at the Student Health Center; Francesca
Cover. Representative from Graduate Studies; and Paige
Payton, Betsy Snedaker, and Teni Ayers.
Representatives from Undergraduate Studies. If you are
unable to contact any of these folks, a note directed to
SHAC...preferably with you name, address and phone
number .in care of the Student Health Center would do
as well. Thank you for taking the time and effort to do
this. The people at the Student Health Centr really want
their services to be helpful and effective for you. They
need you to help them accomplish this goal.

Assured Miivi
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Farwell Assumes New Vice President Title
Every word is uttered as precisely as he probably
accounts for every dollar spent on the Cal State San
Bemardiijo (^mpus. Leonard Farwell has assumed so
many reponsibilili^ over the years, he received the newly
created title of vice president for administration and
finace, effective Oct. 13.
Farwell, a well ordered 57-year-old gentleman, has the
ability to methodically manage and oversee many
operations and offices and yet desires no acclamation for
it, Edna Steinman of the University Publications Office
pointed out.
"For me the pleasure of the job is what you do, no title
IS important," Farwell said.
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Every word is uttered as precisely as he probably
accounts for every dollar spent on the Cal ^ate San
Bernardino campus. Leonard Farwell has assumed so
many responsibilities over the years, he received the
newly created title of vice president for administration
and finance, effectiv Oct. 13.
Farwell, a well ordered 57-year-old gentleman, has the
abihty to methodically manage and oversee many
operations anc offices and yet desires no acclamation for
It, Edna Steinman of the University Publications Office
pointed out.
"For me the pleasure of the job Ls what you do, no title
is important," Farwell said.
He joinc^ the planning staff for Cal State San
Bernardino in June of 1962, three years before the college
opened. He established and still sup '
'
oifice, budget office, payro
)ToU, personnel and
purchasing/support sewices.
services. He is treasurer of the
University
University Foundation and has assumed the
respoiKibilities for Plant Operations, the Facilities
Planning and Policy Coordination Office and
D^artment of Public Safety.
FarwelTs previous title of business manager
inadequately reflected the scope of his duties. President
Anthony H. Evans said in announcing the change.
"His new title will more accurately convey to all
audiences the true nature of his division's
responsibilities," Evans said. This change in title will not

reflect a promotion or salary increase.
Vice President Farwell noted he is able to keep on to
of these responsibilities by "having able people to wor
for me."
Mrs. Steinman noted Farwell was instrumental in
bringing computerization to the campus administration
offices. 'When he got the first adminstrative computer he
learned how to use it, what its potential was, what the
ramifications were of each system and then taught
others."
"I do have an interest in microcomputers, but I never
viewed it as ^me special contribution," Farwell stated.
In determining the need for FarwelTs position, Cal
State San Bernardino had to have 5,000 students and this
fall the univerity exceeded that number by 2,444 students.
Farwell holds a B.A. in business administration from
Antioch College and an M.B.A. from Stanford
University. He and his wife Ellen live in Riverside and
have two children, Patty, a product manager for Wordstar
2000 and Paul, a graduate student at Pennsylvania State
University.

Program Acliieves Success
By Christine Stanfield
Despite the relative youth of
CSUSB's athletic program, it has
achieved a large amount of
success, according to Dan Durst,
sports information director.
Durst said the success is
measured in the win/loss column.
Several Cal State teams have
achieved this success.
According to Durst, the soccer
team has been ranked seventh in
the western r^ion by the
Intercoll^iate Soccer Association.
The women's \oIleyball team
was ranked as high as fourth in the

region. The region stretches west
from the Mississippi. They were
also ranked 17th in the nation for
four (xmsecutive weeks, Durst safl.
Other examples include the
women's cross country team who
is undefeated in head-to-head
competition. And the men's team
has a winning recorddespite losing
its no. 1 runner, he add^.
The golf team, in its inaugral
season last spring, had a golfer
advance to the national
tournament and he ranked among
the top 30 golfers in the nation.

Two-Dimensional Art On Display
The Art Gallery has replaced its
last three-demensional exhibit
with two-dimensional paintii^
that are primitive, yet provacative
in technique and expression.
Artists David S. Scott, Gaylen
Hansen, and one of the rare
"naive" painters of our time, the
Rev. Howard Finster, bring

k
^.aleidoacope is poblisbed
weekly by the Department tA
..mmunicetkMi to Moment
iaasroom Instructioo. Inqiuiries
and commentsmay be addressed
to Kaleidoee<ye, care of die
Department of Commimicatioci,
Calfmnfai State UnivvTaity, San
Bernardino, 5500 University
Pvjrirway, San Bemar
Calfon^ 92407.
Dan Durst, co-edhor
Df^ne Hamre, co-e)1itor
Elaine Patrick, pbotognir*^y
Sue Barcos, photography
J o h n Kaafn-xo. a d v i s o r

together a collectionof paintings
that bring back the importance of
simple expression in twodimrasional art.
John Nava, art teacher and
gallery director on campus, has
committed himself to presenting
the different fields in art and
finding the "top notch" artists to
show examples of their works.
Nava explained that because the
last two exhibits are from
completely different fields, the
only comparison that can be made
is in the techniques—sophisticated
to promitive.
"What makes this exhibit
unusual and provocative is the
naive, childlike work that
approaches a primitive sort of life,
compared the the sophistication to
the trained artist," said Nava.
Painter Rev. Finster, 80, is a
natural artist who has never been
trained to paint, explained Nava.
The Rev. Finster's technique is
primitive, he paints thousands of
paintings from his own visions of
dreams and then writes in the
painting the time and day and
what the vision meant to him. It's
no wonder that the theme for this

exhibit is "Pure Vision".
The Rev. Finster, who is
illiterate, was discovered by a New
York art dealer who has made him
world renowned. Most of his
paintings deal .with imaginary
subject matter, such as U.F.O.'s,
people from other planets and
cartoon like figures. The purity
, and innocence of his paintings
, captivate art critics, especially in
Europe. His paintings range from
$1,000 to much more.
Artist David Scott was preset
at the opening and talked about
the reasoning behind his works.

that I'm taking a stand and stating
my opinion", Scott said.
Hansen was not able to attend
the opening, however, several of
his works are on display.
The exhibit will run Nov. 6
through Dec.4, Monday, Friday, 9
a.m. to 4 p.m.

Won

compefih'crn ik)

Cal State plays in the Division
Three sector of the Naitonal
Collegiate Athletic Association.
The Division Three section is a
non-scholarship part of the
NCAA. In this division the
scholarly aspect of school is
stressed more than the athletics.
Without the ability to offer
scholarships the Division Three
schools usually do not attract bigname athletes.;
The CSUSB athletic program
has applied for admission to the
Southern California Intercoll^iate Athletic Conference SCIAC—, but has not been
admitted yet. In SCIAC
academics is stressed more than
athletics. Loci schools that play in
the SCIAC conference are the
Univeisity of Redlands and
Pomona Pitzer.
Though San Bernardino has not
been admitter to the conference, it
still operated under its guidelines.
Those guidelines are stricter than
the NCAA's.
If CSUSB had been a member
of SCIAC last year, the men's and
women's basketball teams could
have won that conference.

bizarrc'

W i f h a 3 S hninyFe
"jhc

His paintings depict modern
society, or as he sarcastically
described it, "The Golden Age".
Each painting shows episodes
where the free and easy life of
drugs, competition, immorality,
and greed flurish.
"I wanted to show these in the
universities because of their
obvious social content and the fact
I
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MORE OR yOUR MOMEV
The following part time
positions are now available
through the Career Planning and
Placement Center. Although we
cannot guarantee the jobs will not
be filled by press time, they and
many more are posted on the Job
Board in Room 116, Student
Services Building.

SKI SEASON JOBS- Many part
time jobs are available at local sld
resorts. Contact Jack Dexter 8877551.
ARTIST ASST. • The Art SiMce205 Benedict St No. 5. SB.- Pat
Lea, 862-4472. Art background
he^rfiil, $330 to $7/hr.
BOOKKEEPER - General
Enghieer CcmtractMS • 280 S.
Lena Rd. S3. 885-3435 - Joan Data Entry (Alpha Micro) pay
negot p.m. work.

HOUSING

Help Wanted
OiHaunpus lepceseotitive; have
fun while earning top pay. Call 1800-932-0528." (iO-8)
Maxwell Street Pizza
Pizza-servers, delivery drivers.
Management possibilities. See Rick.
974 Kendall Drive, San Bernardino.
881-3325
Tutor wanted for Finance 430.
Salary open. C^ 790-2277. Ask
for Linda.
Army ROTC translates into
earning power. Call Captain Tom
Zeugner, 887-9545.

Homeworkeri Wanted • Top
f^y- Work at Home •
Call Cottage Industries •

(405)360^

LOOKING FOR part-time
Computer Programmer. Zenix/Unix
exper. helpful. J.G. Management.
(714) 781-O910.

LAB TECH. • Santa Ana
Watershed Project - 3600 Tyler
St, Riverside, Ca. 785-5541 Ravi Shanker - $5.50/job in Glen
Avon.

^ngo: needed for studio wtxk
with good oommm^ vc^
male/female. Call John or Kevin,
886-9479

REPORT TAKER— Allstate
Insurance- 1020 E. Washington,
Colton- 667-6588, ask for George
Qoezada, max 29 hrs/ wk flexible.
S5.90/ hr.

Earn money on all the magazines
sold on campus.
people to
post information. Good profit.
Write, BPC, 8218 Hardy,
Overland Park, KS 66204.

Brooks Photographic

1 Bedroom apartment for
rent, $420.00, directly aaoss
fromCSUSB, 338-5132.
Female Roommate Wanted. I am
a senior psych, major seeking a
roommate to share my apt The
apt is brand new, pooL laundry,
security gates, dishwasher, and
quiet. Half of rent is $263.00, plus
half of utilities and half seomty
deposit The apt is 2 bdrm, 2 bath.
Please call 882-5054.
R(X)MMATE WANTED; Girb
ooly. Approx. $150 monthly
inrhiriitig utflfoea. More info? CaU
887-7420, ask for Carmea- Room
130
Share a large house five minutes
from campus, beginning
December 15. $ 3 2 5 plus 1 / 2
utilities. CaU 887-4924.
"Two story house to share with
single fnnale or
student;
$400per month, includes utilities
3 mUes from CSUSB-Located on
local bus route; CaU 381-2609,
Ask for Teresa."

TYPING

Typing&Word Processing: near
Cal State, term papers, resumes,
liters, misa Call C^thia at 8875931.

AM/PM Word Processing/Edit
ing availatde. For $1 per quarter
all of your data can be saved on an
IBM compatible disk. Please call
Shirley Lewis at 887-3527.
Professional Word Processing and
Typing Service, Available for all
your typing needs. Excellent
quality work, reasonable rates.
Call Pam of Expert Typing Service
at 882-6502.
Word proceaing: Whctho- you
need typing, editing, or word
ptocessiog, we can help! We do
term papers, theses, dissertation,
resumes. Call us for
quick,
professioaal results at reasonable
prices. AS YOU UKE
Ask for
792-1411.

rr.

High quality, fast dependable
typing service. Call Mrs. Smith.
886-2509 between 9:00 and 1:00
or at 884-5198 other times.(6-6)
Looking for roommate 20 yrs. old
or older; 2 bedroom house in
North San Bdno.; $225.00 plus
utilities. Contact Dawn at (714)
889-0231, x-6354 or 881-2003.

SACRIFICE: New in box,
ATftT cordless telephone.
Perfect xmas ^ft CiA after S
p.m. at 888-2872.

•

DEREK WILLIAMS:
I have been watching you and
I find you very attractive. It's too
bad I haven't seen you at any of the
Big Parties on campus because I
might have had a chance to meet
you. I'll be waiting for your
response.
The Lady in a Distance.

MISCELLANEOUS
Willing to share expenses to the
Monterey area (You drive!) If you
are going above San Luis Obispo
or below Sao Jose for the
Thanksgiving break, please
contact Marty Horton, Joshua
205, 887-7419.
"Adt^tion: We are a loving and
successful couple seeking to adopt
a baby. Confi^nti^, all Expenses
paid. Call (805) 298-7179.

REWARD
REWARD: Lost: Great
sentimental value!! One saphire
and diamond ring. (Four saphires
and 3 diamonds): If found please
caU either 381-6671 or 887-7201.
Ask for Maureen. No questiom^
asked.

o

The staff of the Chronicle
would like to wish you a
happy holiday season.
?
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TIME AGAIN...
by Berke Breathed
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Honeywell essay contest offers big bucks
Penny for your thoughts? Honeywell is offering
300,000 of them to learn what college students are
thinking about the future. Honeywell wants college
students to imagine the year 2011 and write essays about
the technological developments they foresee. This year's
Honeywell Futurist Award Competition will offer ten
winners cash prizes of $3,000 each and the chance to
work for Honeywell next summer.
Students ne^ to call soon for official entry forms
because they won't be available after Dec. 31. Students
can receive contest rules by writing Futurist Rules,
Honeywell Telemarketing Center, Honeywell Plaza
MN12-4164, Minneapolis, MN 55408, or by calling
toll-free 1-800-328-5111, ext. 1581. Just for calling to

request an entry form, Honeywell will send students a
free pair of 'future socks.' The deadline for entering the
contest is Jan. 31, 1987.
Last year, 450 students, representing 325 colleges and
universities in 47 states, entered the competition.
The contest is open to all full-lime students at any
accredited college in the United States. Students are
asked to leap 25 years into the future and write an essay
predicting developments in six technological areas:
electronic communications, energy, aerospace,
computer science, manufacturing automation or office
automation. A second essay must address the societal
impact of the technological predictions. Each essay must
be no longer than 1,500 words.

Completed essays must be postmarked no later than
Jan. 31, 1987. In February, a panel of top Honeywell
scientists and engineers will judge the essays on the basis
of creativity, feasibility, clarity of expression and
legibility.
Winners will be announced in early March, and each
of the ten winners will receive a two-day, all-expense
paid trip to Honeywell's headquarters in Minneapolis.
Honeywell is a Minneapolis-based international
corporation that works together with customers to help
them acheive their goals through the application of
computers, communications and controls. The company
has 94,000 empoyees worldwide, with 1985 revenue of
$6.6 billion and net income of $281 million.

